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In 2005, over half of the rural population in El Salvador was living on less than U.S. $2 dollars per day (Programa de las Naciones Unidas para el Desarrollo 2003: 42). The harsh reality of economic subsistence obligates children in El Salvador to contribute to their family’s survival. Employers providing this frail economic lifeline inevitably acquire control over the children. This economic control is a prominent aspect of contemporary slavery and is manifested through violence or exploitation. The enslavement of children in El Salvador not only steals their youth and opportunity to receive an education, but it also places innocent beings into a dangerous work force.

This essay addresses the problem of forced child laborers in El Salvador, along with the government’s failed enforcement of legislation, and binding international laws. Solutions to the complex problem of contemporary economic enslavement in El Salvador call for a broad-based collaborative effort linking legal structures to educational advancement.

The Worst Forms of Child Labor in El Salvador

The enslavement of youth is an all too common attribute of the informal employment sector, where some of the worst forms of child labor are encountered. These seldom regulated industries employ a disproportionately high percentage of children. In El Salvador, the agricultural sector is responsible for fifty-one percent of all forced child labor. According to the U.S. Department of Labor, the second most prominent employer of marginalized, underage youth is the service industry at 35 percent.

The Agricultural Industry

In El Salvador, children’s forced agricultural work is commonly unacknowledged due to its interconnectedness with culture, tradition, and overall way of life. Many of the children who work alongside their family members are not paid; rather, they are seen as ayudantes, or “helpers.”

 Sugarcane harvesting is recognized as one of the worst forms of child labor under the Worst Forms of Child Labour [sic] Convention, held in 1999. This agricultural industry in El Salvador has a dominant presence of forced child laborers, particularly in the most dangerous part of the harvesting process known the zafra, or cutting. The underage zafra workers are often given food rather than monetary compensation for their time. Within the rural population, females, impoverished children, and young adults have the highest risk by participating in this hazardous agricultural practice.

 Failure to understand risks, immaturity, and a lack of experience are common causes of emotional, mental, and physical harm among child laborers. Aggravated health issues in sugarcane production involve skin exposure to irritants, headaches, respiratory problems, physical overextension, and lacerations with sharp tools. Many of the youth economically enslaved in the zafra are not listed as employees, and consequentially they are not eligible for medical aide if injured.
The Service Industry

The domestic sector in El Salvador is guilty of enslaving children within the service industry. Children are specifically at risk of isolation and a power imbalance, both of which can result in psychological and physical abuse. Forced confinement and familial economic pressures inhibit the report of abuses to peers or family members. Females are most at risk, as they comprise ninety-five percent of all forced child domestic workers in El Salvador. Forced domestic labor is considered to be one of the worst forms of child labor by the 1999 Convention, but El Salvador has decided to not consider it a priority, possibly due to difficulties in enforcement.

Connection between Education and Child Labor

The economically marginalized population is in a position of contemporary servitude that incites undesirable and disheartening consequences. One of these includes placing a child in the work force rather than in school. In El Salvador, although legally compulsory, primary education is not accessible, affordable, or even feasible for many families, particularly in the rural area.

Child labor studies, when compared with school enrollment rates, demonstrate that many Salvadorian children attempt to manage a low paying job while attending elementary school. Child agricultural workers miss an incredible number of school days during the harvest season. Due to physical exhaustion or time constraints, children often decide to stop attending class altogether. Not surprisingly, the average education level reached by the Salvadorian population is only the fifth grade.

In rural Salvadorian regions where forced child labor is prevalent, poor educational institutions are commonplace and do not necessarily facilitate actual education. Even if a family can make the economic sacrifice to send their children to school, this decision weighs heavily on the quality of education to be provided. If certain standards are not reached, “from the perspective of impoverished parents, sending children to school is seen as nothing but a waste of time and money” (Arat 2002: 188).

Legal Framework

Aside from passing legislation, the government of El Salvador has historically demonstrated little, if any, genuine interest in eradicating forced child labor. The labor codes in El Salvador are mostly in agreement with the Minimum Age Convention of 1973, which was ratified in 1996. This Convention permits flexibility regarding minimum age restrictions for work in countries like El Salvador, which has not sufficiently developed its economy or educational facilities. This flexibility is seen as an opportunity for complacency in enforcement.

One of the government’s most recent aspirations has been to eradicate hazardous contemporary slavery by the year 2015. This decision followed the ratification in 2000 of the Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention, which was established in 1999. El Salvador is now responsible for eliminating all forms of hazardous child labor which are considered harmful to adolescent health and physical development or as intrusive to children’s education. In this Convention, each state has the discretion
to define the parameters of hazardous child labor. El Salvador considers the following as hazardous labor for children: commercial sex work, work in garbage dumps, fishing/shellfish harvesting, sugarcane farming, and firework production.

El Salvador’s proposal includes policy interventions that are conducive to the eradication of child labor in combination with community-based service activities. The national plan for implementation focuses on the legal framework, institutions, educational intervention, health care, recreational and cultural activities, income generation, and communication-awareness campaigning.

**Difficulties with Enforcement**

A poor infrastructure and dire economic conditions are the excuses most prevalently used by the state for its apparent failure to respond to issues of child labor. Other challenges include the illusiveness of the informal economy where the majority of child laborers are forced to work. The repressed voice of children and their “patrimonial invisibility” pushes them out of the legal realm of prosecution (Brysk 2005).

Multi-national corporations are also culprits, undermining adherence to child labor regulations in El Salvador. The overwhelming favoritism and blind support provided to these wealthy foreign investors creates a highly unregulated informal economy. These work “opportunities” perpetuate forced child labor. Financial oppressors have more than sufficient power and money to pressure El Salvador to enforce national and international laws concerning child labor. The more important question is: if they have the capacity to indirectly force the government to be respectful of children, what holds them back?

**Proposed Solutions**

Education and economics are two themes that continuously reappear within different sustainable solutions. These proposals create an environment in which the eradication of contemporary enslavement of children becomes a possibility. El Salvador’s plans for socio-economic development must integrate educational opportunities, broad based community participation, and positive policy improvements with guarantees of enforcement. All constituents must take part in the solution, cooperation, and progress among governments, employers, and workers who provide valuable attributes necessary for the elimination of forced child labor.

Rapid economic growth is a poverty reduction method which concomitantly reduces the prevalence of forced child labor. The relevant factors for change, like urbanization and the importance of agriculture, are of deep concern. These “improvements” tend to incite migration toward an urban center and redirect cultural focus away from traditional agricultural products in order to create a larger income. The core issues of forced child labor are not addressed by this method.

Flexible or transitional schooling is a possible alternative for children forced to work for survival. Unfortunately, this program requires a substantial monetary investment and integration into the national school system. This option is claimed to be out of the realm of economic possibilities.
Conditional Cash Transfers (CCTs) are a specific solution used to address the root of poverty in order to eliminate child labor and to encourage the enrollment of children in educational facilities. The allure of child servitude is reduced through monetary incentives that are directly related to a child’s attendance and performance in school. Forced child labor is reduced, and a child’s education is advanced through this program. However, this proposal is vulnerable to critiques about its high economic commitment, extended duration of the project, and the actual quality of education.

Conclusion

El Salvador’s system of economic servitude is cyclical: “child labor is both a cause and a symptom of poverty” (UNESCO 2004: 10). This contemporary enslavement and its restrictions on children’s health, education, and development in El Salvador are examples of the ways in which the governing system’s failures perpetuate violations against children. Whether utilizing direct or indirect intervention, a broad-based collaborative effort by the international community is in order. Salvadorian children have the right to not work in hazardous environments. They also have the right to an education and to a healthy physical development. We have a legal and moral commitment to empower children’s desperate demands for justice.
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